CHECKLIST
Establishing OASYS Functional Parity for US Trades within CTM
OVERVIEW
Many clients with access to CTM can begin using it for their US flows today.
For some of you, determining when you will be able to retire your OASYS instance may be based on when your
Counterparties or third -party vendors are ready to support functionality like Stepouts and/or Equity Options on CTM. We
realize this will take some coordination on behalf of all parties and we are working closely with all Partners and
Counterparties to ensure their readiness to support these functional dependencies as soon as possible.
Please utilize and share the below checklist to help prioritize the steps that need to be taken in order to be operationally
ready to perform parity functionality via CTM.

UPDATES REQUIRED FOR OASYS INVESTMENT MANAGERS (IMs) WITH FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES*
Contact the ITP OASYS Retirement Team via Service Central to receive an OASYS Broker counterparty report
Validate that your current OASYS brokers can support US trades on CTM
if implementing CTM with AutoAffirm, update your US SSIs in ALERT (counterparty SSIs will need to be validated) CTM
with AutoAffirm clients will need to retain TS Web or Confirm Limited to maintain their TSID
if you have an OMS Partner or Outsourcer, verify they can support OASYS parity functionality
if doing Stepouts, verify your CTM brokers can support Stepouts
if doing Equity Options, verify your CTM brokers can support Options
Contact ITP Integration via your Relationship Manager or ServiceCentral and sign up for a CTM Migration Enablement project
Review your CTM implementation to ensure you are following best practices for US trades on CTM
Utilize the DTCC provided letter template to communicate to your brokers asking them to support stepouts and/or options
After testing with ITP Integration, update broker tables to redirect US Trades from OASYS to CTM

UPDATES REQUIRED FOR OASYS BROKERS WITH FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES*
Contact the ITP OASYS Retirement Team via ServiceCentral to obtain an OASYS IM and CTM IM counterparty report
Validate and verify that your current IM is or can support US trades on CTM
 eep up to date your Broker BDIs on ALERT (inclusive of TSIDs for DTC & FED) to support IM counterparties on CTM
K
utilizing AutoAffirm
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If you have an OMS Partner or Outsourcer, verify or advocate that they can or will support OASYS parity functionality
If you support Stepouts on OASYS today, start now to build out the Stepout functionality in your CTM interface
If you support Equity Options on OASYS today, start now to build out the functionality in your CTM interface
 ontact ITP Integration via your Relationship Manager or ServiceCentral and sign up for a CTM Migration Enablement project
C
inclusive of Stepouts and Options, if applicable.
Review your CTM implementation to ensure you are following best practices for US trades on CTM
Communicate to your counterparty OASYS IMs that you now can support US trades on CTM, stepouts and options
After testing with ITP Integration, work with buy-side counterparties to redirect US Trades from OASYS to CTM

HELPFUL RESOURCES
Webinars, workflows, and FAQs available on DTCC Learning Central
List of CTM IMs and Brokers by Asset Class Supporting US Trades
List of CTM Buy Side and Sell Side Certified Partners
Contact your Relationship Manager or reach out to the OASYS Migration team directly by entering a
case with the DTCC Help Desk or call +1 877 664 3625 to request a 1:1 planning meeting

* Functional dependencies include utilization of OASYS-TradeMatch (OTM), Stepouts or Equity Options
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